The necessary and sufficient condition for equality to be attaind in the Kantrovich inequality is given and applied to an inequality of normal operators on Hilbert spaces.
INTRODUCTION
Kantrovich [3] established the following inequality: for any 0 < m < X l, X2,..., Xn < M and Pl, P2
Pn >_ 0 with i=ln Pi (Note that the left hand side is greater than or equal to 1, which is a direct consequence of the Schwarz inequality.) Henrich [2] showed that the equality in the Kantrovich inequality holds if and only if when m M. Similar to the case for the Schwarz inequality, Kantrovich's also has its integral forms. First, Schweitzer [9] showed it for Riemann integrals, and later Nakamura [5] for Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrals on a compact space and he also commented out the condition for attaining the equality. We here present the Kantrovich inequality for conditional expectations on probability spaces. THEOREM 1 Let (, , p) be a probability measure space, a r-subfield of ..F or any random variables X, Y and Z such that both Y and Z are -measurable and 0 < Y < X < Z, a.s., the following inequality holds:
where E(.I) denotes the conditional expectation with respect to the cr subfield .
Note that when {0, g2}, this is the Kantrovich inequality of integral forms. The proof is inspired by the recent work due to Ptk [7] . There are two essential points in the proof. One is the inequality between the arithmetic mean and the geometric mean. The other is the fact that, for any real number aandxwith0<a-l_<x <a,wehave Xdp -z-;dp < -dp if m f ll/me--iOmf me iOm dp + Me iOi dp rn dp + We note that these equalities are the special cases of the Schwarz inequality. Because ofthe possibility ofthe bound of the inequality, both e i'' and e i1 are constant on the sets {IXI m} and {IXl M} respectively. It is easily seen that these constants must be equal. This completes the proof of the theorem. By the spectral integral the Kantrovich inequality is generalized to the inequality for normal operators on Hilbert spaces (cf. 1, 5] [XI (X'X) 1/2 Then for any unit vector dp
The equality is attained if and only if there exists 0 < 0 < 27r such that me i or(X), Me i or(X) and t4,({mei}) t4'({Mei})
where 004, is the measure on the spectrum or(X) of X corresponding to the vector state 414) on the commutative C*-algebra generated by 1, X}.
30<A-I<X<A=X+X-I<A+A-I?
Let (A/', 9) be a noncommutative probability space (i.e., A/" is a von Neuman algebra and 9 is a faithful normal state on A/" ), and E (.IAA) the conditional expectation onto avon Neumann subalgebra A4 of A/'. It is interesting 
